
Product Benefits

• Helps reduce business risk by

monitoring and controlling 

the flow of content over your

networks

• Avoids leakage of sensitive IP

or other valuable information

that could negatively impact

your brand or competitive

advantage

• Helps reduce audit and

forensics costs by filtering

irrelevant content and focusing

on policy management of

higher risk communications

• Helps avoid customer or

employee litigation due to

improper use of private or

sensitive information

• Actively enforces corporate

policy and helps improve

regulatory compliance by

quarantining, blocking, or

encrypting sensitive or

unacceptable content as

required

Entrust Entelligence™ Content Control Server

Monitor and Control the Flow of Content 
Within Your Business
Organizations must enable the digital lives of their stakeholders through increased
access to information and services or risk losing competitive position. In this new age
of governance and accountability, consumer and industry expectations regarding 
the proper handling of sensitive information are rising, thus companies must
establish and enforce policies for their business communications to comply with 
laws and protect their brand image. To do this, they need to be able to monitor 
all electronic communications going in and out of their organizations' networks.

The Entrust Entelligence™ Content Control Server can enable monitoring, prevention,
protection, reporting, and remediation capabilities across key communications
protocols such as email, instant messaging (IM), HTTP and FTP. This can help you
manage risk by giving visibility into how content is shared and used within your
company. The Entrust Entelligence Content Control suite provides a range of
deployment options depending on your unique priorities and goals. It also leverages
Entrust's longstanding experience with encryption and key management to enable
content control of both clear and encrypted information.

The Product
Entrust Entelligence Content Control Server is the core of a suite of products 
to enable monitoring, control and encryption of electronic content in support 
of corporate information policies. With strong monitoring capabilities and rich
concept-based policy tools, the Content Control Server is able to identify usage
patterns and provide reporting to clearly show what kind of information is being
shared inside and outside your organization—thereby helping to identify areas 
of risk. The Content Control Server can quickly scan and analyze inbound and
outbound content and attachments using patented and sophisticated content
analysis technologies to assist in verifying that the context and intent of a
communication is accurately interpreted, helping to avoid false positives. The suite
has a number of optional policy modules that can help organizations adhere to
corporate governance requirements as well as relevant financial securities,
healthcare and privacy regulations.
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About Entrust
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The solution provides the flexibility for you to simply monitor
content as it flows through your networks to identify high
risk areas, or to deploy more advanced prevention tools
which can actively enforce corporate policy by quarantining,
blocking, or encrypting content as required. 

Complementary Entrust Products:
Entrust Entelligence™ Messaging Server
Email encryption server that provides broad support for
email encryption standards including OpenPGP, S/MIME 
and SSL encryption for web-based email.

Entrust Entelligence™ Content Monitoring Server
Content filtering server, used in conjunction with Content
Control Server, that transparently monitors network traffic
over various protocols to help analyze content for corporate
policies and identify violations. 

Hardware Platform:
• High Performance dual 64-bit CPU
• Hot-swappable mirrored hard drives 
• Redundant power and cooling fans 
• Separate monitoring backplane

Technical Features:
• Multi-protocol monitoring and scanning (Email, IM, 

HTTP, FTP)
• Centralized administration and management of multi-

appliance deployment
• Real-time alerting
• Active blocking and quarantining of suspect communications
• Policy templates provided for faster deployment of

monitoring capabilities for specific regulations 
• Online policy updates and reporting
• Support for encrypted content
• Rich content analysis tools including natural language

analysis
• PCI/VISA CISP support
• Integration with email encryption enables the scanning 

of encrypted content and automatic encryption of
sensitive information 

• Network-centric approach alleviates the complexities
associated with desktop deployments
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